Steps of designing a new trip part two
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ransport had to be arranged, and I first
approached a company in Greece that
BY
I had used before. Their vehicles are
DONALD
new Mercedes minivans that hold 19
SMITH, MD
passengers and their drivers were both
careful and pleasant. However, they said
The View
that they could not transport people outside
Greece’s boundaries. I started to worry that
from Here
that might be the answer in each country. A
travel concept is great, but it has to work in
practice. I found a very well-reviewed the van and the driver to explore the area
transport company in Tirana, and they made twice a day. Then he would deliver us to
a quote on six days of transport from Ioannina airport for our flight to Athens,
Dubrovnik, Croatia to Shkoder, Albania, from where we would get our flights home.
The last transport to arrange was the first
then on to Tirana the capital, then to Berat,
from there to Djirokaster, from there to the one needed: from Zagreb to Plitvice National
the Butrint National Park with its extensive Park , and then on to Split. It was important
wetlands and ancient Roman site, ending to make sure there were places available to
the Albanian part of the trip in Sarande on stay for a group that needed seven rooms.
the coast. They would drive us into Greece , These all had to be booked far ahead
to Parga and that would be the end of their because hotels are already filling fast for
service to us. Now I had a major portion of 2023. (95 per cent of all hotel rooms in
Croatia, and 98 per cent of all rooms in the
the transport arranged, and the price fixed.
Then I approached the Greek transport Zagorahoria, where there are so few
company and two days after arrival in Parga, establishments in the mountain villages) are
they would take us to Preveza, and on to already booked for June next year. So,
Ioannina for a two-day visit, visit Dodona, booking ahead guarantees we can do the
on. And for costing,
and take us on
to the tiny village of Dilofo itinerary decided
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in the Zagorahoria. We would have use of always account for approximately 50 per

cent of the trip budget. So, now I had the
three biggest cost categories confirmed and
priced (cruise, transport and hotels).
The next thing to get to an itinerary that is
flushed out enough to cost, and to get to
participants, is to work out the day-to-day
schedule. Choosing what to see, when to
build in free time, and to come up with a
schedule that realistically allows for travel
time and sufficient time for seeing sites
visited. Now the itinerary was ready. To
accurately cost, guiding services have to be
added, and estimates made of meals not
included on the cruise or breakfasts at the
hotels. I always leave a few evenings free to
have dinner alone.
I am at the final costing now. I have 80
per cent of the items, and in the next few
days I will get realistic guiding costs, actual
entry fees, and meal estimates. Then back to
the group with the cost. I do these as tours
for friends. There is no profit made, but I get
to travel to places I love. The euro has fallen
that the prices are actually lower in Europe
than they have been for some time.
Realistically, the euro could gain value by
June of 2023. If there is surplus and we are
under-budget, I will throw in wine with
dinner or additional meal coverage.
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